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What Is an ODS Document?

ODS stands for Output Delivery System, which is a system for producing SAS output in a variety of formats such as HTML, PDF, XML, LaTeX, as well as many others.

An ODS document, together with the DOCUMENT procedure, comprises a facility that enables you to store ODS output and reprint it at a later time. The goal of this chapter is to show you why this is such a powerful ability.

To see how easy it is to get started using the DOCUMENT procedure, review the examples in the quick-start guide in this chapter.
This ability to reproduce output without re-running SAS code is at the heart of the Document Facility. To see why this is useful, consider the following two scenarios.

**Life Before ODS Document**

Suppose your boss wants a summary of last week’s results for the company’s intranet site, and wants them displayed using the company’s style standards. To reproduce this output, you try to find the analysis data set that was used to create the original results. You might need to search among many similarly named data sets in order to find the right one. Then, you need to find the version of the code that created the published results. You hope that this is the latest version of your code, but it might not be. Although you can re-run the process, you feel concerned about spending valuable time duplicating existing work.

Your boss arrives at your cubicle and asks whether you are ready. “Just a few more minutes,” you timidly reply, wishing that you had been ready earlier.

**Life with ODS Document**

Now, imagine this scenario: When you ran your SAS program originally, you had the foresight to save all of your procedure and graph output to an ODS document. You did this knowing that you might need to access the same output in the future without re-running your SAS program. After all, changing a format in a table or making some changes to a graph’s appearance doesn’t change any of the underlying data; it is purely a cosmetic change.

Returning to the storyline, now when your boss asks you for your previous results in a different format, you can head directly to your ODS document. Using the ODS HTML destination with the CSSSTYLE= option set to the latest company style sheet, you invoke the DOCUMENT procedure. You re-create all of your original results no matter whether they were produced two weeks ago or two years ago. Furthermore, the output objects in an ODS document can be labeled and dated so you know you have the correct output without the guesswork.

Your boss arrives at your cubicle and sees the desired results already on your screen. There’s a smile on your face, a smile on your boss’s face, and everyone lives happily ever after.

**Why Use an ODS Document?**

As a project grows, the ODS Document Facility provides you with a method to conveniently store SAS procedure output, graphs, and data sets all in one location, the ODS document.
As suggested in the second scenario, here are some of the things that you can do with the ODS Document Facility:

- Replay output in an order different from that with which it was originally stored
- Search through and filter an ODS document by date, description, or output type
- Instantly turn these results into professionally styled ODS output
- Add notes about your output
- Change titles, footnotes, and create additional annotative comments

And of course, all of this is done—with the soon-to-be-familiar refrain—without re-running the original code that produced the output.

The ODS Document Facility is an excellent tool when you want to provide output to external clients, vendors, third parties, etc., who must be assured that your results are stored in the document as they were when first produced. This is particularly important for auditing or regulatory submission in the financial and pharmaceutical industries.

**Why Not Manage Change with Office Software?**

You can also manage your output by cutting and pasting SAS output to commercial office software, such as Microsoft Office or Open Office. If you choose to manipulate output using the third-party software to modify the appearance of your results, you may create versioning problems between your delivered work and your SAS output. If you use the ODS Document Facility, however, you can date and label your output, keep track of multiple versions, and search for output meeting particular criteria, all within the familiar SAS environment.

**Quick-Start Guide**

By now, you should be convinced of the value of the DOCUMENT procedure and be ready to start using it. The following series of examples shows you how to get started with the ODS Document Facility. You will learn how to create a document, replay the document, as well as create a table of contents and customize the order in which the output appears in a document.

Attempting to cover a lot of ground with a few well-chosen examples does impose some limitations. In order to keep the discussions short, some exceptions to the rules and some subtleties are deferred to the appropriate chapter.

**File Location**

Since individual file systems differ, filenames in this quick-start guide do not include a directory name in the file path. To make the files easier to find, save the files to a directory of your own choosing, and include this directory in your file path. You will see this written in the quick-start examples:
...file "cars.html"

When you see that, write instead:

    file "your-favorite-path-for-saving-files\cars.html";

Also, you should define a permanent library named MYLIB in which to store your ODS documents and make sure this definition persists between sessions.

**Data**

The data set that is used is SASHELP.CARS, excluding the three observations that contain TYPE='Hybrid.'

**Program 1.1: Setting Up the Data**

    libname mylib "mylib-library-directory-name";
    proc sort data=sashelp.cars out=WORK.cars;
        /* nothing against Hybrids, I promise! */
        where upcase(type) ne 'HYBRID';
        by origin type;
    run;

**Saving Output to an ODS Document**

Saving documents is as simple as putting the ODS DOCUMENT NAME= statement before your code and the ODS DOCUMENT CLOSE statement at the end. The argument that follows the NAME= is the name of the document in which you plan to save your output. You must always provide this.

Program 1.2 assumes that there is not already a document named mylib.quickstart. If there is, change the definition of the MYLIB library so that you do not overwrite or mess up any existing work.

The ODS DOCUMENT statement in Program 1.2 is an example of opening an ODS destination. An ODS destination typically receives output and produces a version of that output in a particular file format. This format is then displayed with another application, such as a web browser, PDF reader, word processor, or other program capable of reading the output file. When you send output to an ODS document, however, the document is not displayed, but saved in a special file called a SAS item store. Instead of reading the output file with a third-party application, you read it with the DOCUMENT procedure.

**Program 1.2: Saving Output to an ODS Document**

    ods document name=mylib.quickstart;
    proc contents data=cars;
        run;
    proc univariate data=cars;
        by origin type;
        run;
    proc means nmiss mean max min data=cars;
If you want to send additional output to the document, you run another block of code using the same technique as shown in Program 1.3. The new output will be placed at the end, after existing output.

**Program 1.3: Adding Additional Output to an ODS Document**

```sas
ods document name=mylib.quickstart;
proc freq data=sasuser.cars;
  table origin * type / list;
run;
ods document close;
```

Note that this program adds the output from the FREQ procedure to the end of the document. What if you wanted to add it to the beginning of the document? You can move folders to any position within a document with the MOVE TO statement, which will be be discussed in Chapter 6, “Managing Folders.”

At this point, you should have a document with output from the CONTENTS, UNIVARIATE, and FREQ procedures. The next step is to use the DOCUMENT procedure to send the output to another destination. This is called *replaying*.

### Replaying Output

Program 1.4 represents the shortest, yet most useful example of PROC DOCUMENT usage. All the DOCUMENT procedure really comes down to is this basic syntax:

```sas
proc document name=;replay;run; quit;
```

The rest is just details. In this section, remember that all calls to the DOCUMENT procedure must include the NAME= argument.

### Remember to Use RUN Statements!

Another important aspect of using the DOCUMENT procedure should be brought up before you start: The RUN statement is very important. Furthermore, like other interactive procedures such as the SQL procedure and the REG procedure, the DOCUMENT procedure must terminated by a QUIT statement.

**Program 1.4: Replaying the Output to the HTML Destination**

```sas
ods html file="program1_4.html";
proc document name=mylib.quickstart;
  replay;
  run;
quit;
ods html close;
```
The output is shown as Output 1.1. Once your output is saved to the document, you can print it out as many times as you want, in whatever form you want.

Output 1.1: Replaying Output as HTML

Program 1.5 sends the same output as Program 1.4, but to a PDF file.

Program 1.5: Replaying the Output to a PDF File

```sas
ods pdf file="program1_5.pdf";
proc document name=mylib.quickstart;
    replay;
run;
quit;
ods pdf close;
```

Output 1.2 shows the same output, but in PDF. Notice how you didn't have to re-run your original code (Program 1.1) to create a presentation of this same output in a different file format.
Output 1.2: PDF Output Excerpt

You can also replay your output in a different style, as demonstrated by Program 1.6. A complete list of styles that are shipped with SAS 9.3 is given in the appendix. You can also write your own styles, and they will work with the REPLAY statement, but writing custom styles is beyond the scope of this book.

Program 1.6: Replaying the Output in a Different Style

ods html file="fancy.html" style=rsvp;
proc document name=mylib.quickstart;
    replay;
run;
quit;

With the exception of being in a different font, with different background colors, this is the same output as Program 1.5, so it is not illustrated. Printing the same output to different destinations and different styles is the raison-d'être of the DOCUMENT procedure.
Subsetting Output

Being able to replay your output in different formats is powerful, but the amount of output on even a medium-sized project might grow to be quite large. You need a way to replay only what you need. Program 1.7 shows how to replay only the output from the UNIVARIATE procedure. Program 1.8 demonstrates a simple version of the WHERE= clause to exclude output from your presentations. WHERE= clauses are covered in more detail in Chapter 4, “Listing Documents Using the DOCUMENT Procedure,” as well as in Chapter 5, “The REPLAY Statement.”

Output is stored in the document by each SAS procedure. Each procedure is stored in a folder named for the procedure. If there is one folder per procedure, and there is one name per folder, you might wonder if you can have more than one folder with the same procedure name in the same document. SAS will keep them separate for you through an automatic sequence numbering system. The characters #1 after univariate refer to the first folder named univariate. In this case, it is the only one. If there were more, you would refer to those outputs as univariate#2, univariate#3, and so on.

Program 1.7: Restricting the Replay to Include Only UNIVARIATE Procedure Output

ods html file="program1_7.html" style=statdoc;
proc document name=mylib.quickstart;
   replay univariate#1;
run;
quit;
ods html close;

Not only can you restrict your output to a particular procedure, but you can also remove specific tables from your output. In Program 1.8, the Extreme Observations tables are not displayed in the replay of the document. They were excluded because, although useful to SAS programmers, they might not be useful in a report that is presented to clients. Subsetting output is done through WHERE= options, which work the same way as they do for the WHERE= options in the DATA step. One way among several to subset output from the DOCUMENT procedure is to use special document variables. This quick-start guide will discuss one such variable. You can search the document based on the value of _labelpath_., one of many special document variables. These special variables are covered in Chapter 4. The characters !? mean does not contain.

Program 1.8: Excluding Extreme Observation Output

ods html file="program1_8.html" style=statdoc;
proc document name=mylib.quickstart;
   replay univariate(where=(_labelpath_ !? 'Extreme Observations'));
run;
quit;
ods html close;
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The output for Program 1.8 is the same as Output 1.7, except that the Extreme Observations tables are not present. If you created output using BY-group variables, you can also use those variables to subset output, as shown in Program 1.9. BY-group variables do not require the underscore, since they are ordinary data set variables.

**Program 1.9: Replaying Output Using BY-Group Variables**

```sas
ods html file="program1_9.html" style=statdoc;
proc document name=mylib.quickstart;
  replay univariate(where=(origin='Asia'));
run;
quit;
ods html close;
```

As with the standard WHERE= option, clauses can be combined using logical operators such as AND, OR, and NOT. Program 1.10 presents one last version of WHERE options, and brings in one more special document variable: the `_Name_` variable. Every ODS object has a name, and you will learn more about how to remember the names of your output in Chapter 2, “The ODS DOCUMENT Destination.” The two objects that are the focus of this quick-start guide are `ExtremeObs` from Program 1.8, and `Moments`, which is demonstrated in Program 1.10.

The ? operator means contains.

**Program 1.10: Subsetting with Multiple Conditions**

```sas
ods html file="program1_10.html" style=htmlblue;
proc document name=mylib.quickstart;
  replay univariate(where=(? 'MPG' and _name_ = 'Moments' and type='SUV'));
run;
quit;
ods html close;
```

This is a good place to step back and see what you've accomplished with the DOCUMENT procedure. Output 1.3 consists of several versions of the same table, the moments table. Because all of the tables have the same structure, it is easy to review them as a group. It's very powerful to have the ability to save output in the SAS default order, yet replay any selection of that output based on what is important to you. This is quite a powerful feature of the DOCUMENT procedure. By using subsetting with WHERE= statements, you can now create outputs that would be quite challenging to produce without the DOCUMENT procedure. Finally, since the original output stored in the document has not changed, you can replay it in a different order next time.

Output 1.3 shows the output from the UNIVARIATE procedure, but only for MPG_HIGHWAY and MPG_CITY, and only the moments table.
Managing Output

Although the primary function of the DOCUMENT procedure is replaying output without re-running the original analysis, another important function that it provides is the ability to manage your output. This section of the quick-start guide begins with learning a document’s contents, and displaying a table of contents using the LIST statement.

Without using any options, the LIST statement displays a list of all the folders at the top level of the directory tree. This is useful for a quick overview of the ODS document's contents.

**Program 1.11: Creating a Summary Table of Contents**

```
proc document name=mylib.quickstart
  list; /* one line for each proc */
run;
quit
```

In Output 1.4 there is a short listing of the document, with one line for each procedure stored. The sequence numbers are placed automatically.
The ODS document item store actually contains a complete directory structure, and there are multiple levels of directories in a typical one. To see the entire directory tree, use the LEVELS=ALL option, which shows all levels down to the procedure output level. The DETAILS option shows additional fields, such as when the output was created. For more information about the fields shown in the DETAILS statement, see Chapter 4, “Listing the Documents Using the DOCUMENT Procedure” as well as Chapter 10, “Working with Links” and Chapter 11, “Working with Templates.”

Program 1.12: Creating a More Detailed Listing

```sas
proc document name=mylib.quickstart;
   list / levels=all details;/* every subdirectory */
   run;
quit;
```

Output 1.5 shows the results. Here are a few features worth noting. The listing shows every element that is stored in the document. The actual output that you would see if you replayed the document is listed as type TABLE. TABLE is one of several types of output objects that can be stored in the document. Each entry for a table also shows its size and its full path. The list also shows every directory and subdirectory, along with a descriptive label. If you look at the full path for an output object, such as observation #10, the last entry in the path is the ODS name of the object. You can see the familiar moments object along with the ExtremeObs that were featured in Program 1.10 and Program 1.8, respectively.
Changing Titles and Footnotes

If you notice in the detailed listing, you see directories and output objects. Output objects include TABLE and GRAPH objects, although there are other kinds as well. Everything that is discussed for these two types of output carries over to the others. For the record, there are also the following types of output that can be stored in a document.

- REPORT
- CROSSTAB
- EQUATION

Output objects have their own titles and footnotes that can be changed with the OBTITLE and OBFOOTN statement. Program 1.13 shows how to change a title. Once changed, that title stays stored with the document until it is changed again. When you replay, the title that is stored with the object usually takes precedence over the active SAS title. (This behavior can be overruled. This is covered in Chapter 5, “The REPLAY Statement.” See the discussion on the ACTIVETITLE option.)
Program 1.13: Changing a Title and Replaying It

```
proc document name=mylib.quickstart;
  obtitle \Univariate#1\ByGroup1#1\MSRP#1\Moments#1 'Manufacturer''s
  Suggested Retail Price';
  replay \Univariate#1\ByGroup1#1\MSRP#1\Moments#1;
run;
quit;
```

In this example, in order to get the object name into the statement, the author cut and pasted the
pathname directly from the output window. Seeing how output objects can be rather long, it won't
surprise you to know that there are easier and shorter ways to specify output objects. However, cutting
and pasting is reasonable if you are changing only one or two output objects at a time. Some of these
other methods will be discussed in Chapter 6, “Managing Folders” and Chapter 7, “Customizing
Output.” Output 1.6 shows the output with the new title in place.

Output 1.6: Changing a Title of an Output Object

![Output 1.6: Changing a Title of an Output Object](image)

Using Folders

You can create your own folders and subfolders using the MAKE statement, and then instruct the
DOCUMENT destination to save your output to your new directory. Program 1.14 shows the creation of
a new directory, and saving output to it.

Program 1.14: Saving Output to a User-created Directory

```
proc document name=mylib.quickstart;
  make summaries;
run;
quit;

ods document name=mylib.quickstart dir=(path=\summaries);
proc report nowd data=cars;
  column origin type msrp;
  define origin / group order=data;
  define type / 'Veh. Type' group order=data;
```
define msrp / analysis mean;
run;
ods document close;
/* now open the document for viewing */
proc document name=mylib.quickstart;
  list summaries; /* omitting sequence no defaults to highest */
  run;
quit;

Output 1.7 shows how the document now appears, with the summaries#1 directory and the output for the REPORT procedure inside that. There are three levels to this directory, and the actual table is at the third level. Sometimes you need to look carefully at the document produced so that you can find your output. It might be structured differently than you expect at first.

Output 1.7: Showing Folder for REPORT Procedure Nested in Summaries#1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Obs</th>
<th>Path</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Size in Bytes</th>
<th>Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>\summaries#1\Report#1</td>
<td>Dir</td>
<td></td>
<td>The Report Procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>\summaries#1\Report#1\Report#1</td>
<td>Dir</td>
<td></td>
<td>Detailed and/or summarized report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>\summaries#1\Report#1\Report#1\Report#1</td>
<td>Table</td>
<td>1406</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you want to replay the report, and only the report, any of the following three commands shown in Program 1.15 would help. Program 1.15 also features several statements used in the same DOCUMENT procedure call. Each is separated by a RUN statement. The second REPLAY statement omits the sequence number #1. If omitted, the sequence number will default to the most recent version of the output.

Program 1.15 : Replaying the Report

proc document name=mylib.quickstart;
  replay summaries#1;
  run;
  replay Summaries#1\Report; /* Report becomes Report#1 */
  run;
  replay Summaries#1\Report#1\Report#1;
  run;
quit;

When you are searching on the value of the path, the search is case sensitive. However, the pathname itself is case insensitive.
Thus, the following statement will still replay correctly.

```sas
replay summaries\1\report\1\report\1;
run;
```

By contrast, when you compare the \_PATH\_ variable to a string constant, as in Program 1.10, the string must match exactly, including case.

### Deleting and Overwriting Document Contents

Program 1.16 shows how to clear an entire document. The new idea in this code is the `WRITE access mode`. The default behavior of the document destination is to open documents in `UPDATE` access mode. This causes new output to be placed into the document after any existing output. The `WRITE` access mode opens a document and clears its contents before writing.

**Program 1.16: Starting Over**

```sas
ods document name=mylib.quickstart(write);
<different, newer sas code >
ods document close;
```

The document `mylib.quickstart` will now have only the results of the body of the new SAS code. The original analysis from Program 1.1 will no longer be retrievable.

Program 1.17 demonstrates how to delete documents with the DOCUMENT procedure. The `DELETE` statement does not give you any second chances, so be sure you want to delete before you do so. Nonetheless, sometimes a document can grow to become unwieldy, and deleting and starting over might be the best choice, as in Program 1.16. Still, there are usually better alternatives to deleting your hard work, and Chapter 6, “Managing Folders” discusses some of these alternatives, such as archiving unwanted work in another document or folder.

When invoking the DOCUMENT procedure, you must have a current document, even when you are using the `DELETE` command to delete the current document, as in Program 1.17.

**Program 1.17: Deleting a Document**

```sas
proc document name=don'tdoit;
    delete don'tdoit;
run;
quit;
```
What Remains to Be Covered?

Now that you have learned to create a document, store output, and replay the output, you might be wondering what is left to learn. The remaining chapters will show you how to refine the basic skills presented in the quick-start guide, such as:

- Learning more ways to conditionally subset when replaying part of a document
- Using the MOVE TO statement with positioning options to change the order in which output is to be replayed
- Storing more than one procedure of the same name in a document
- Labeling your output so that you know the purpose for a collection of output as well as its contents
- Changing titles and footnotes before replaying the document
- Adding text notes to your work that appears when you replay
- Making many modifications by changing the ODS Template that was used to create the original output.

Summary

The ODS Document Facility maintains an ongoing journal of your output that you can replay at any time without re-running the original analysis. This approach has several advantages. By delaying the tasks of printing and changing layout and appearance, you can focus on your main work. When it comes time to present the output, you can experiment with a variety of destinations, output formats, and style options, all without making any changes to or re-running your original code.
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